Life With GDPR: Episode 46 - Emergency Podcast on Schrems III
Date : July 17, 2020
https://youtu.be/1yzd-BaNhmY
Yesterday the ECJ gave its long-awaited judgment in the latest instalment of the battle between privacy activist
Max Schrems, Facebook and Ireland’s Data Protection Commission.
In this episode of Life with GDPR, we have our first emergency podcast based upon the European Court of
Justice’s decision handed down July 16 on the Schrems III case, where the Court invalidated Privacy Shield.
Some of the highlights are:
What were the issues involved in this case?
What did the Court find wanting in Privacy Shield?
What are the differences in the European and American approach that led to this result?
What was the ruling around standard contract clauses for data transfer?
What are the implications going forward?
The court decided that Standard Contractual Clauses which Facebook used to transfer data to the US were valid
but that Privacy Shield, the scheme which the European Commission put in place to replace Safe Harbor, was not.
We’ve set out our thoughts and some practical steps to take to respond here: https://bit.ly/pshielddead
One of the top resources for GDPR Compliance is GDPR Navigator . You can read more about this solution by
clicking here: https://www.corderycompliance.com/solutions/cordery-gdpr-navigator/
For more information please contact Jonathan Armstrong who is a lawyer with Cordery in London where his focus
is on compliance issues.
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